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Abstract
We close the gap between black-box and non-black-box constructions of composable secure multiparty
computation in the plain model under the minimal assumption of semi-honest oblivious transfer.
The notion of protocol composition we target is angel-based security, or more precisely, security with
super-polynomial helpers. In this notion, both the simulator and the adversary are given access to
an oracle called an angel that can perform some predefined super-polynomial time task. Angel-based
security maintains the attractive properties of the universal composition framework while providing
meaningful security guarantees in complex environments without having to trust anyone.
Angel-based security can be achieved using non-black-box constructions in max(ROT, Õ(logn))
rounds where ROT is the round-complexity of semi-honest oblivious transfer. However, current best
known black-box constructions under the same assumption require max(ROT, Õ(log2 n)) rounds. If
ROT is a constant, the gap between non-black-box and black-box constructions can be a multiplicative
factor logn. We close this gap by presenting a max(ROT, Õ(logn)) round black-box construction.
We achieve this result by constructing constant-round 1-1 CCA-secure commitments assuming only
black-box access to one-way functions.
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1 Introduction
Secure multiparty computation (MPC) [79, 24] enables two or more mutually distrustful
parties to compute any functionality without compromising the privacy of their inputs. These
early results [79, 24], along with a rich body of followup work that refined and developed
the concept [25, 5, 65, 7, 73, 8], demonstrated the feasibility of general secure computation
and its significance to secure protocol design. The existence of semi-honest oblivious transfer
(OT) was established by Kilian [49] as the minimal, i.e., necessary and sufficient, assumption
for general secure computation. The focus of this work is on black-box constructions of
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Black-Box constructions. A construction is black-box if it does not refer to the code of
any cryptographic primitive it uses, and only depends on their input/output behavior. Such
constructions are usually preferable since their efficiency is not affected by the implementation
details of the underlying cryptographic primitives; moreover, they remain valid and applicable
if the code of the underlying primitives is simply not available, e.g., in case of constructions
based on hardware tokens [64, 23, 46, 28, 38].
Early constructions of general-purpose MPC were non-black-box in nature particularly
due to NP-reductions required by underlying zero-knowledge proofs [24]. Ishai et al. [41]
presented the first black-box construction of general purpose MPC based on enhanced
trapdoor permutations or homomorphic public-key encryption schemes. Together with
the subsequent work of Haitner [36], this provided a black-box construction of a general
MPC protocol under minimal assumptions (i.e., semi-honest OT). The round complexity of
black-box MPC was improved to O(log∗ n) rounds by Wee [78], and to constant rounds by
Goyal [26]. In the two party setting, a constant round construction was first obtained by Pass
and Wee [72], and subsequently a 5-round construction was given by Ostrovsky, Richelson,
and Scafuro [68], which is known to be optimal by the results of Katz and Ostrovsky [47].
Composable security. The notion of security considered in early MPC works is called
standalone security since it only considers a single execution of the protocol. Stronger
notions of security are required for complex environments such as the Internet where several
MPC protocols may run concurrently. This setting is often referred to as the concurrent
setting, and unfortunately, as shown by Feige and Shamir [19], stand-alone security does not
necessarily imply security in the concurrent setting.
To address this issue, Canetti [8] proposed the notion of universally composable (UC)
security which has two important properties: concurrent security and modular analysis. The
former means that UC secure protocols maintain their security in the presence of other
concurrent protocols and the latter means that the security of a larger protocol in the UC
framework can be derived from the UC security of its component protocols. This latter
property is stated as a composition theorem which, roughly speaking, states that UC is
closed under composition [8]. Unfortunately, UC security turns out to be impossible in the
plain model for most tasks [8, 9, 11]. Relaxations of UC that consider composing the same
protocol were also ruled out by Lindell [59, 60].
These strong negative results motivated the search for alternative notions of concurrent
security in the plain model by endowing more power to the simulator such as super-polynomial
resources [69, 75, 6], ability to receive multiple outputs [30, 29], or resorting to weaker notions
such as bounded concurrency [1, 70], input indistinguishability [63], or a combination
thereof [27]. While all of these notions were (eventually) achieved under polynomial hardness
assumptions [75, 4, 62, 12, 21, 55, 71, 52, 50, 32, 6, 22], only angel-based security by
Prabhakaran and Sahai [75] (including its extension to interactive angels by Canetti, Lin,
and Pass [12]) and shielded-oracle security by Broadnax et al. [6] are known to have the
modular analysis property, i.e., admitting a composition theorem along the lines of UC. We
focus on angel-based security in this work since it arguably has somewhat better composition
properties than shielded oracles.1
1 As noted in [6], shielded oracle security does not technically have the modular analysis property and is
actually strictly weaker than angel-based. Nevertheless, it is still “compatible” with the UC framework –
the security of a composed protocol can be derived from that of its components.
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Angel based security is similar to UC except that it allows the simulator as well as the
adversary access to a super-polynomial resource called an “angel” which can perform a
pre-defined task such as inverting a one-way function. Early constructions of angel-based
security were based on non-standard assumptions [75, 4, 62]. The beautiful work of Canetti
et al. [12] presented the first construction under polynomial hardness assumptions, and
the subsequent work of Goyal et al. [32] improved the round complexity to Õ(log λ) under
general assumptions.
The first black-box construction of angel-based security was obtained by Lin and Pass [55],
under the minimal assumption of semi-honest OT. The main drawback of [55] is that it
requires polynomially many rounds even if the underlying OT protocol has constant rounds.
To address this situation, Kiyoshima [50] presented a Õ(log2 λ)-round construction assuming
constant-round semi-honest OT (or alternatively, max(Õ(log2 λ), O(ROT)) rounds where
ROT is OT’s round-complexity). We remark that Broadnax et al. [6] present a constant-
round black-box construction for (the weaker but still composable) shielded-oracle security
(utilizing prior work by Hazay and Venkitasubramaniam [39] who provide a constant-round
protocol in the CRS-hybrid model); however, they require stronger assumptions, specifically,
homomorphic commitments and public-key encryption with oblivious public-key generation.
State of the art. To summarize our discussion above, under the minimal assumption
of polynomially secure semi-honest OT, the best known round complexity of black-box
constructions for angel-based security, and in fact any composable notion with modular
analysis property, is due to Kiyoshima [50] which requires max(Õ(log2 λ), O(ROT)) rounds.
This is in contrast to the non-black-box construction of Goyal et al. [32] which requires
only max(Õ(log λ), O(ROT)) rounds. Therefore, there is a multiplicative gap of Õ(log λ)
between the round-complexities of state-of-the-art black-box and non-black-box constructions
of angel-based MPC if, e.g., semi-honest OT has at most logarithmic rounds.
1.1 Our Results
In this work, we prove the following theorem, thus closing the gap between the round
complexity of black-box and non-black-box constructions of angel-based MPC under minimal
assumptions:
I Theorem 1 (Main). Assume the existence of ROT-round semi-honest oblivious transfer
protocols. Then, there exists a max(Õ(log λ), O(ROT))-round black-box construction of a
general MPC protocol that satisfies angel-based UC security in the plain model.
Note that this yields a Õ(log λ)-round construction under the general assumption of enhanced
trapdoor permutations since they imply constant-round semi-honest OT.
We follow the framework of [12] and its extensions in [55, 50]. The main building block
[12] is a special commitment scheme called a CCA-Secure Commitment. Roughly speaking,
a CCA-secure commitment is a tag-based commitment scheme that maintains hiding even
in the presence of a decommitment oracle O. More specifically, the adversary receives one
commitment from an honest committer and may simultaneously make concurrently many
commitments to O (similar to non-malleable commitments [17]). The oracle immediately
extracts and sends back any value adversary commits successfully provided that it used a
tag that is different from the one used by the honest committer. Lin and Pass [55] show that
O(max(RCCA,ROT))-round black-box angel-based MPC can be obtained from a RCCA-round
CCA commitment and a ROT-round semi-honest OT protocol. Kiyoshima [50] demonstrated
that Õ(k · log λ)-round CCA-secure commitments can be obtained in a black-box manner
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from a k-round commitment scheme with slightly weaker security called “one-one CCA”
where the adversary can open only one session each with the committer as well as the oracle;
they further construct a O(log λ)-round one-one CCA scheme from one-way functions in a
black-box manner.
We instead present a constant round construction of one-one CCA, which implies Õ(log λ)-
round (full) CCA commitments using [50] (and Theorem 1 using [55]):
I Theorem 2 (CCA Secure Commitments). Assume the existence of one-way functions. Then,
there exists a Õ(log λ)-round black-box construction of a CCA-secure commitment scheme.
1.2 Overview of Techniques
Current approaches. Let us briefly review the current approaches for constructing CCA
secure commitments. The main difficulty in constructing CCA secure commitments under
polynomial hardness is to move from the real world – which contains the exponential time
decommitment oracle O– to a hybrid where O’s responses can be efficiently simulated. A
standard way to do this is to use a argument-of-knowledge (AoK): the protocol should require
the (man-in-the-middle) adversary, say A, to give a AoK of the value it commits. The main
difficulty in employing this is that A may open concurrently many sessions with O (referred
here to as “right” side sessions), interleaved in an arbitrary manner; furthermore, these values
have to be extracted immediately within each session irrespective of what happens in other
sessions. This is precisely the issue in constructing (black-box simulatable) concurrent zero-
knowledge (CZK) protocols [18] as well, and ideas from there are applied in this setting too.
A second difficulty is that these extractions must happen without rewinding the commitment
A receives (referred to as “left” side session).
It is worthwhile to quickly recall the (tag based) non-malleable commitment construction
in the original work of [17]. In this construction, A has only one right session; to prove that
the value on the right is (computationally) independent from that on the left, the value on
the right is extracted without rewinding the sensitive parts of the left side commitments.
This is done by creating two types of AoK– one each for two possible values of a bit. These
AoK create rewinding “slots” for extraction such that if A uses a different bit in the tag, it
risks the possibility of having to perform a AoK on its own – i.e., without any “dangerous”
rewinding on the left – in one of the slots (called a “free” slot). These special AoK are
performed for each bit of the tag sequentially so that at least one free slot is guaranteed since
the left and right tags are different by definition. While this requires n rounds n-bit tags, it
is possible to split the tag into n smaller tags of logn bits and run the protocol for each of
them in parallel [17, 57]. Referred to as “LOG trick,” this yields a O(logn)-round protocol.
The key idea for CCA commitments in [12], at a high level, is to ensure that in the
concurrent setting, many free slots exist for each session so that extraction succeeds before
the end of that session. This is achieved by creating a polynomial round protocol consisting
of sequential repetition of special AoK as above and then relying on an analysis that is, at a
high level, similar to early rewinding techniques from CZK literature [76, 10]. Once the issue
of concurrent extraction is handled, the additional ideas in [55] are (again, at a high level)
to enforce this approach using cut-and-choose protocols to obtain a black-box construction.
The work of Goyal et al. [32] shows how to separate the tasks of “concurrent extraction”
and“non-malleability” in this approach by proving a “robust extraction lemma.” This
allows them to follow a structure similar to that of concurrent non-malleable zero-knowledge
(CNMZK) from [3] which matches the round complexity of CZK, i.e., Õ(logn). However,
their approach requires non-black usage of one-way functions. Kiyoshima [50] shows that the
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robust-extraction lemma can actually be applied to the previous black-box protocol of [55] to
get Õ(k·logn) rounds if one has a slightly stronger primitive than non-malleable commitments:
namely k-round 1-1 CCA commitments. To build such commitments, Kiyoshima builds
non-malleability “from scratch” by combining the DDN “LOG trick” with cut-and-choose
components of [55] so that the extraction on right in the standalone setting, can be done
without any dangerous rewinding on left. This however results in O(logn) rounds for 1-1
CCA and Õ(log2 n) for full CCA.
Our approach. We significantly deviate from current approaches for constructing 1-1 CCA
commitments. Instead of attempting to build non-malleability from scratch, our goal is to
have a generic construction built around existing non-malleable commitments. The resulting
protocol will not only have a simpler and more modular proof of security, but will also benefit
from the efficiency and assumptions of the underlying non-malleable commitment (NMCom).
Towards this goal, we return to investigate the structure of CNMZK protocols even for the
simpler case of 1-1 CCA.
Setting aside the issue of round-complexity for the moment, a key idea in the construction
of CNMZK protocols [3, 56, 67, 54] is to have the prover give a non-malleable commitment
(NMCom) which can later be switched to a “trapdoor value” set by the verifier; the non-
malleability of NMCom ensures that A cannot switch his value to a trapdoor on the right
(unless he did so in the real world, which can be shown to be impossible through other means).
The prover later proves that either the statement is true or it committed the trapdoor. The
main problem with this approach is that it requires us to prove a predicate over the value
committed in NMCom which requires non-black-box use of cryptographic primitives.
Non-malleable commit-and-prove. One potential idea to avoid non-black-box techniques is
to turn to black-box commit-and-prove protocols in the literature and try to re-develop them in
the context of non-malleability. Commit-and-prove protocols allow a committer to commit to
a value v so that later, it can prove a predicate φ over the committed value in zero-knowledge.
These protocols can be constructed in constant rounds using the powerful “MPC-in-the-head”
approach introduced by Ishai et al. [42]. The approach allows committing multiple values
v1, . . . , vn and then proving a joint predicate φ over them. One such construction is implicit
in the work of Goyal et al. [31]. Such commitments were also used extensively by Goyal et
al. to build size-hiding commit-and-prove [33] and an optimal four round construction was
obtained by Khurana, Ostrovsky, and Srinivasan [48]. As noted above, if we can develop
an appropriate non-malleable version of such protocols, it is conceivable that they can yield
constant-round 1-1 CCA commitment. However, that non-malleable commitments are not
usually equipped to handle proofs. Thus, such an approach will necessarily have to “open up”
the construction of non-malleable commitments. In particular, like previous constructions,
this approach cannot be based on non-malleable commitments in a black-box manner.
Changing the direction of NMCcom. In order to rely on non-malleable commitments
directly, it is essential that we do not prove anything about the values committed inside
the NMCom. Instead, we should restrict all proofs to be performed only over standard
commitments since for them we can use standard black-box commit-and-prove protocols.
Towards building this property, what if we change the direction of NMCom and ask the
receiver of 1-1 CCA to send non-malleable commitments, which, for example, can be opened
later? More specifically, in our 1-1 CCA protocol, the receiver will send a NMCom to
a random value σ which it will open subsequently. The committer will send a “trapdoor
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commitment” t before it sees σ opened. Later, the committer will commit to the desired value
v and give a AoK that either it knows v or t is a commitment to σ (the “trapdoor”). Observe
that this structure completely avoids any proof directly over non-malleable commitments;
all proofs only need to be performed over ordinary commitments. Therefore, if we use the
commit phase of black-box commit-and-prove protocols to commit to σ and v we can easily
complete the AoK in a black-box manner: the predicate φ in the proof phase will simply test
for the presence of trapdoor σ. Some standard soundness issues arise in this approach but
they can be handled by ensuring that the commit phase is extractable.
Although this approach yields a black-box construction directly from NMCom, it is hard
to prove the 1-1 CCA property. At a high level, this is because of the following: if in the
1-1 CCA game, A schedules the completion of the left NMCom before the right one2, the
simulator in the security proof must extract σ from this NMCom while the right NMCom is
still in play (so that it can generate t to be a commitment to σ). This involves rewinding the
left NMCom (assuming it is extractable) which in turn rewinds the right session.3 A similar
issue arises in the work of Jain and Pandey [44] on black-box non-malleable zero-knowledge
where it is resolved by using a NMCom that is already 1-1 CCA secure. We do not have this
flexibility in our setting.
A possible fix for this issue is to rely on some kind of “delayed input” property: i.e., the
commitment to t will be an extractable commitment that does not require the message m to
be committed until the last round. This property can be obtained by committing to a key k
in an extractable manner and then in the last round committing to m by simply encrypting
with k. This however will no longer be compatible with the black-box commit-and-prove
strategy since we will now have to take encryption into account.
We overcome this issue by making extensive use of extractable commitments. More
specifically, we first prepend the NMCom with a standard “slot-based” extractable commitment
which commits to the same value σ as the NMCom. If the NMCom also has a slot like
extractable structure (e.g., the three round scheme of [34]), we can argue that non-synchronous
adversaries must always leave a free slot either on top or at the bottom of NMCom. For
example, in the troublesome scheduling discussed above, A can be easily rewound in the
last two messages of NMCom (if we use [34]) without rewinding the right NMCom. In other
non-synchronous schedules it will have a free slot in the top extractable commitment on
the left. On the other hand, synchronous adversaries will fail in the NMCom step (and
synchronous non-malleability suffices for our purposes). In summary, this will suffice for us to
show that even if our simulator sets up the trapdoor statement on the left (by committing σ
in t), A cannot do the same on the right. Other NMCom, particularly public-coin extractable
NMCom also seem sufficient.
A second issue here is the intertwining of the left AoK4 with “extractable” components
on the right, e.g., the right AoK (or extractable commitment steps). In order to prove that
A cannot setup the trapdoor, extraction from right AoK will be necessary and this will be
troublesome when changing the witness in the left AoK during hybrids. This issue can be
handled using the sequential repetition technique from [53]: we use k+ 1 AoKs where k is the
(constant) rounds in a single AoK. Also note that other common methods for handling this
issue do not work: e.g., we cannot rely on statistical WI since it requires stronger assumptions
2 Note that NMCom’s direction is opposite to that of 1-1 CCA: the receiver of 1-1 CCA is the sender of
right NMCom.
3 This is not an issue in the synchronous schedule since in that case, the value A commits to in NMCom
is provided to the distinguisher along with the joint view.
4 Observe that the AoK will just be the proof part of appropriate black-box commit-and-prove with right
parameters to ensure black-box property; they will also satisfy witness-indistinguishability [19].
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for constant rounds; we also cannot use proofs that are secure against a fixed number of
rewinds since they usually allow a noticeable probability of extraction which is insufficient
for 1-1 CCA commitments, where extraction must succeed with overwhelming probability.
1.3 Other Related Works
The focus of our work is constructions in the plain model. Hazay and Venkitasubramaniam
[40] gave a black-box construction of an MPC protocol without any setup assumptions
that achieves composable security against an adaptive adversary. UC security can be
achieved by moving to other trusted setup models such as the common reference string model
[14, 9, 35], assuming an honest majority of parties [11], trusted hardware [64, 23, 46, 15],
timing assumptions on the network [45], registered public-key model [2], setups that may
be expressed as a hybrid of two or more of these setups [20], and so on. Lin, Pass, and
Venkitasubramaniam [58, 71] show that a large number of these setup models could be treated
in a unified manner, and black-box analogues of these results were obtained by Kiyoshima,
Lin, and Venkitasubramaniam [51].
2 Preliminaries
Notation. We use λ for the security parameter. We use c≈ to denote computational
indistinguishability between two distributions. For a set S, we use x $←− S to mean x is
sampled uniformly at random from S. PPT denotes probabilistic polynomial time and negl(·)
denotes negligible function.
We assume familiarity with standard concepts such as commitment schemes, witness
indistinguishability. In the following, we recall the definitions for extractable commitments,
non-malleable commitments and CCA commitments. Definitions for the more basic primitives
and other constructs (such as MPC related definitions) can be found in the full version of
the paper [16].
2.1 Extractable Commitments
I Definition 3 (Extractable Commitment Schemes). A commitment scheme ExtCom = (S,R)
is extractable if there exists an expected polynomial-time probabilistic oracle machine (the
extractor) Ext that given oracle access to any PPT cheating sender S∗ outputs a pair (τ, σ∗)
such that:
Simulation: τ is identically distributed to the view of S∗ at the end of interacting with
an honest receiver R in commitment phase.
Extraction: the probability that τ is accepting and σ∗ = ⊥ is negligible.
Binding: if σ∗ 6= ⊥, then it is statistically impossible to open τ to any value other than
σ∗.
The above construction of ExtCom (Figure 1) is standard [17, 74, 77, 70]. We will refer to it
as the standard ExtCom.
I Remark 4 (Regarding Over-Extraction). Intuitively, Definition 3 stipulates that if the
committer indeed commits to some value, the extractor must be able to extract it. We
remark that it does not rule out what is called the “over-extraction” issue – namely, the
extractor may extract a valid looking value even though none actually exists.
However, this definition suffices for most ZK and MPC applications (e.g. [75, 70, 72]),
including ours. In our arguments specifically, we will employ hybrids where we extract the
value that the adversary commits to using these commitment schemes. Jumping ahead, in
the security proof for our protocol, we will need successful extraction only if the adversary
actually commits to some valid value; otherwise, completing the hybrids is trivial.
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The extractable commitment scheme, based on any commitment scheme Com, works in
the following way. The scheme has 3 rounds if Com is non-interactive.
Input:
Both S and R get security parameter 1λ as the common input.
S gets a string σ as his private input.
Commitmment Phase:
The sender (committer) S commits using Com to λ pairs of strings {(v0i , v1i )}λi=1
where (v0i , v1i ) = (ηi, σ ⊕ ηi) and ηi are random strings in {0, 1}`(λ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ.a
Upon receiving a challenge c = (c1, . . . , cλ) from the receiver R, S opens the com-
mitments to (vc11 , . . . , v
cλ
λ ).
R checks that the openings are valid.
Decommitment Phase:
S sends σ and opens the commitments to all λ pairs of strings.
R checks that all the openings are valid, and also that σ = v01 ⊕ v11 = · · · = v0λ ⊕ v1λ.
a The scheme supports extraction as long as k = ω(log λ) pairs are used.
Figure 1 Extractable Commitment Scheme 〈S,R〉.
2.2 Non-Malleable Commitments
We follow the definition of non-malleability from [57, 34]. This definition is based on the
comparison between a real execution with an ideal one. In the real interaction, we consider
a man-in-the-middle adversary A interacting with a committer C in the left session, and
a receiver R in the right. We denote the relevant entities used in the right interaction as
“tilde’d” version of the corresponding entities on the left. In particular, suppose that C
commits to v in the left interaction, and A commits to ṽ on the right. Let MIMv denote the
random variable that is the pair (view, ṽ), consisting of the adversary’s entire view of the
man-in-the-middle execution as well as the value committed to by A on the right (assuming
C commits to v on the left). The ideal interaction is similar, except that C commits to some
arbitrary fixed value (say 0) on the left. Let MIM0 denote the pair (view, ṽ) in the ideal
interaction. We use a tag-based (or “identity-based”) specification, and ensure that A uses a
distinct tag ĩd on the right from the tag id it uses on the left. This is done by stipulating
that MIMv and MIM0 both output a special value ⊥id when A uses the same tag in both the
left and right executions. The reasoning is that this corresponds to the uninteresting case
when A is simply acting as a channel, forwarding messages from C on the left to R on the
right and vice versa. We let MIMv(z) and MIM0(z) denote the real and ideal interactions
respectively when the adversary receives auxiliary input z.
I Definition 5 (Non-Malleable Commitment Schemes). A (tag-based) commitment scheme
〈C,R〉 is non-malleable if for every PPT man-in-the-middle adversary A, and for all values
v, we have {MIMv(z)}z∈{0,1}∗
c
≈ {MIM0(z)}z∈{0,1}∗ .
Synchronizing Adversaries. This notion refers to man-in-the-middle adversaries who upon
receiving a message in one session, immediately respond with the corresponding message in
the other session. An adversary is said to be non-synchronizing if it is not synchronizing.
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2.3 CCA Commitments
We define the notion of CCA-secure commitments (and 1-1 CCA security in particular).
These definitions rely on the notion of a decommitment oracle, which provide decommitments
given valid transcripts to a particular (tag based) commitment protocol. Specifically, a
decommitment oracle O for a given commitment protocol acts as follows:
O acts as an honest reciever against some committer C, participating faithfully according
to the specified commitment scheme. C is allowed to pick a tag for this interaction
adaptively.
At the end of this interaction, if the honest reciever were to accept the transcript as
containing a valid commitment with respect to the given tag, O returns the value v
committed by C to it. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.
We denote an adversary with access to the decommitent oracle as AO. CCA security then
essentially constitutes preservation of the hiding property even against adversaries enjoying
such oracle access. More formally, we define the following game INDb(〈C,R〉,A,O, n, z)
(b ∈ {0, 1}) as follows: given the public parameter 1n and auxillary input z, the adversary AO
adaptively generates two challenge values v0, v1 of length n, and a tag tag ∈ {0, 1}n. Then,
AO receives a commitment to vb with tag tag from the challenger. Let y be the output of A
in this game. The output of the game is ⊥ if during the game, A sends O any commitment
using tag tag. Otherwise, the output of the game is y. We abuse notation to denote the
output of the game INDb(〈C,R〉,A,O, n, z) by the same symbol INDb(〈C,R〉,A,O, n, z).
I Definition 6 (CCA Commitment). Let 〈C,R〉 be a tag-based commitment scheme, and O
be an associated decommitment oracle. Then 〈C,R〉 is said to be CCA secure w.r.t. O,




It is customary to call any commitment scheme that is CCA secure with respect to some
decommitment oracle as just CCA secure (but in general the oracle is usually also described,
and is of course necessary to prove such security). It is also customary to call the interaction
between the challenger and adversary as the left interaction, and that between adversary
and oracle as the right interaction, in the fashion of non-malleable commitments, where the
security property chiefly considers man in the middle attacks.
Finally, a scheme is 1-1 CCA secure (denoted as CCA1:1) if the corresponding adversary
is only allowed one interaction with the oracle.
3 A New CCA1:1 Commitment Scheme
We will require the following ingredients for our CCA1:1 protocol:
A statistically-binding commitment Com. Naor’s commitment works.
A 3-round slot-based extractable commitment scheme ExtCom; for concreteness we will
use the standard 3-round scheme, shown in Figure 1. based on Naor’s commitment
(the first message ρ of Naor’s commitment is not counted in rounds and assumed to be
available from other parts of the protocol).
An (extractable) commitment scheme ENMC that is non-malleable against synchronizing
adversaries. We will need this protocol to be “compatible with slots” of the ExtCom
defined above. For concreteness, we assume that ENMC is the 3-round commitment
scheme of [34] which satisfies all our requirements.
A k round witness indistinguishable argument of knowledge WIAoK.
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We stress that all of these ingredients have constant rounds, and can be constructed from
standard OWFs in a black-box manner.
Our Protocol. We now describe our first protocol for CCA1:1 commitments. This protocol
does not specifically try to achieve the black-box usage of cryptographic primitives. This
allows us to focus on proving CCA security. However, it achieves two important properties:
it is based on minimal assumptions, and it has a constant number of rounds. Moreover, the
structure of this protocol is chosen in such a way that later, it will be possible to convert
into a fully black-box construction. We remark that we also directly use identities of length
λ directly (this is in keeping with the [34] construction which does the same).
The formal description of the protocol appears in Figure 2. At a high level, the protocol
proceeds as follows. First, it requires the receiver to commit to a trapdoor string α using
two extractable primitives: ExtCom as well as ENMC. Next, the committer will commit
to an all zero-string β using ExtCom. Jumping ahead, in the security proof a “simulator
machine” on left will set β = α and use it as a “fake witness” in a WIAoK; later we shall
instantiate ExtCom with, roughly speaking, a “black-box commit-and-prove” to obtain a
black-box construction. The receiver simply opens α in the next step, and the committer
commits to the desired value, say v, followed by a proof of knowledge of v or that β = α. A
crucial observation here is that the proofs are not required to deal with values inside ENMC –
by ensuring that ENMC values opened in the protocol execution.
I Theorem 7. The protocol 〈C,R〉CCA (described in Figure 2) is a 1-1 CCA commitment
scheme for all polynomial time adversaries.
The statistical-binding property of protocol 〈C,R〉CCA is straightforward. The computa-
tional hiding property is implied by the 1-1 CCA security as per Definition 6. Due to lack of
space, we present an outline of the proof for non-malleability below. The complete proof is
given in the full version of our paper [16].
Proof for Non-Malleability (Sketch.) We start with a man-in-the-middle adversary A that
participates in the CCA challenge outlined above. Consider any two arbitrary values v0
and v1 in the message space. We will now show indistinguishability between the games
{IND0(〈C,R〉CCA,A,O, n, z)}n∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ and {IND1(〈C,R〉CCA,A,O, n, z)}n∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ . To
this end, we will use a hybrid argument:
Our proof proceeds as follows. We start with the honest committer on the left committing
to some arbitrary value v0. The overall idea is to move to an intermediate hybrid where the
left challenger is able to “set the trapdoor” and go through the WIAoKs without using the
commitment. This will allow us to then replace the initial commitment to v0 to one to v1
(and move back to doing everything on the left “honestly”). Further, we will also maintain
the following invariant across all the hybrids:
I Definition 8 (Invariant Condition (informal)). In the right session, the adversary MIM
cannot set β̃ = α̃ except with negligible probability.
We outline the necessary hybrids to get to this stage below:
Hybrid H00 . This is just the original experiment with the honest committer on the left. In
other words, this is the experiment {IND0(〈C,R〉CCA,A,O, n, z)}n∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ . It is straight-
forward to see that the invariant holds in this hybrid: if it does not, then MIM must break
the hiding property of the commitments in Stage 1 or 2 in the right execution to learn α̃.
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We let λ ∈ N denote the security parameter. All primitives used in the protocol by
default have 1λ as part of their input. We omit this detail in the following. Further, we
assume that the execution involves a tag or identity id ∈ {0, 1}λ.
Input: The committer C and reciever R have common input as the security parameter
1λ. Additionally, C has as private input a value v which it wishes to commit to.
Commit Phase: This proceeds as follows:
Stage 0: C commits to the value v using Com and sends the identity id to R.
Stage 1: This consists of the following steps:
(a) R picks a value α $←− {0, 1}λ.
(b) R commits to α1 = α using ExtCom.
Stage 2: R commits to α2 = α using ENMC, using identity id.
For future reference, we denote by CombinedCom the joint execution of Stage 1 and 2 up
to this point. Observe that CombinedCom is a statistically binding commitment scheme.
Stage 3: C now commits to β = 0λ using ExtCom.
Stage 4: This goes as follows:
1. R decommits to both its commitments so far, revealing α1 and α2.
2. C checks these decommitments, aborting if α1 6= α2.
Stage 5: C and R engage in k + 1 WIAoK protocols sequentially. We denote these
WIAoK executions as WIAoKi for i = 1, . . . , k + 1. In all these WIAoKs, C proves the
same (compound) statement which is true if and only if:
(a) there exists randomness η s.t. c = Com(v; η); or
(b) β = α1 = α2, where β is the unique string committed in the transcript of Stage-3.
Note that an honest prover will always use the witness for part-(a) of the above compound
statement, which we refer as the “original witness”. We will refer the witness for part-(b)
of the compound statement. Looking ahead, some hybrids will use the trapdoor witness
to go through the WIAoKs.
Decommit Phase: The committer C decommits to v and β. R checks if these decom-
mitments are valid, and accepts if so.
Figure 2 Protocol 〈C,R〉CCA: CCA1:1 Commitment Scheme.
Hybrid H01 . In this hybrid, the decommitment oracle on the right is removed. All messages
are generated as an honest receiver, and the value ṽ committed by the adversary is obtained
by extracting the witness from the final WIAoK on the right.
Hybrid H02 . This hybrids proceeds as the previous one except that on the left, we also
extract the value α2 from the stage 2 ENMC.
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In these two hybrids, the adversary’s view up to Stage 4 is identical to that in H0.
Therefore, the invariant must hold in these hybrids (by the same reasoning as in H00 ). By
the knowledge soundness of WIAoK, the extracted witness should be the same as the one
returned by the oracle in H0. The entire view of the adversary is therefore unaffected by
these changes, and so is identical to that in H00 .
Hybrid H03 . This hybrid also proceeds as the previous one except that the value β is now
set to be the extracted value α2.
While it is easy to argue that the adversary cannot detect this change, it may still be able
to use the change in the left ExtCom to change its own ExtCom on the right (note that the
ExtCom scheme is malleable)! This is the primary reason we need the invariant condition, as
it explicitly prevents this exact occurrence. We argue that the invariant holds by considering
separate cases for synchronous and nonsynchronous adversaries. For synchronous adversaries,
we show roughly that if the adversary could identify any change in the left stage 3 ExtCom,
then it must have been influencing the earlier two commitments it made in a malleable
fashion - this is ruled out by the non-malleability of ENMC. As mentioned in the Technical
Overview, this is the most difficult case to deal with, and where our main contribution lies.
For nonsynchronous adversaries, we show instead that there are “extraction opportunities”
on the left where no messages on the right are exchanged for the corresponding duration
(and extraction on the left can be performed unhindered). This relies on carefully setting the
appropriate round complexities for ExtCom and ENMC.
Hybrid H04 . In this hybrid, we ask the left execution to use the trapdoor witness in the
Stage 5 WIAoKs (the actual changes happen by constructing a sequence of intermediate
hybrids where the witness is replaced one by one in each WIAoK execution on the left, in
order of occurrence).
In this hybrid, we ensure that any change of witness on the left does not occur during the
same time as extraction of the witness on the right, since the latter involves rewinding and
that can interfere with the witness indistinguishability of the left proof. In the synchronizing
case, it is easy to see the invariant holds in this hybrid since the corresponding changes all
occur after the right stage 3 ExtCom is concluded. For nonsynchronous adversaries, this may
not be the case, but we can use an argument very similar to that used to argue the invariant
in H03 . We can also argue indistinguishability of (the view in) this hybrid using the witness
indistinguishability of our WIAoK scheme and the fact that the change in witness on the left,
and extraction of witness on the right, occur at different times.
Finally, we define H13 , H12 , H11 to H10 , where for H1i is just the analogue of H0i ,
but replacing the initial commitment to v0 with one to v1 on the left. Using the same
arguments above, we can show that both the invariant condition and indistinguishab-
ility views holds among H14 , H13 down to H10 . Note that H10 is just the experiment
{IND1(〈C,R〉CCA,A,O, n, z)}n∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ , and hence we show that this is computationally
indistinguishable from {IND0(〈C,R〉CCA,A,O, n, z)}n∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ to A. J
4 Our Black-Box CCA Commitment
Our starting point is to determine how we can make our protocol (in Figure 2) fully black-box.
In fact, we note that the only component that is not already so is our argument system. Note
that we use the arguments to prove statements about the Com in Stage 0 and the ExtCom
in Stage 3. Thus, we look to change these components with a suitable “commit-and-prove”
protocol that is fully black-box. Further, we will require the following properties from the
protocol so that it works with our template:
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1. It should provide us a Com, and an ExtCom scheme. Importantly, this “first part” of the
protocol should alone serve as a valid commitment with desired properties, regardless
of whether we perform a subsequent WIAoK or not. This is in contrast to the definition
(and construction) in [48].
2. Later we should be able to perform WIAoK on a compound statement regarding the
values committed in the above Com and ExtCom;
3. The WIAoK part should make use of Com and ExtCom only in a black-box manner.
We provide a definition of Commit-and-Prove WIAoK (actually ZKAoK) formally in the
full version [16] that captures all the required properties.
We note that there are not many approaches in the literature that achieve what we
want: the work of [48] constructed a round-optimal version of such a primitive, but their
protocol does not fit our needs because we require some properties that are not immediately
avaiable from their construction. We discuss the issues briefly. While their commit stage is a
statistically binding commitment, it cannot be modified to be extractable, which we crucially
need. Further, we will require a multi-commitment property for our proof, namely that the
predicate to be proved can support values used in multiple commit stages; while it is possible
that the [48] protocol can be modified to achieve this property, the modification is unclear.
Yet another issue is that we will use multiple proof modules (for the same proof) in our final
protocol. Again it is not clear how to modify their protocol so that we ensure consistency of
openings while also ensuring extractability from every proof module (note that their protocol
has a challenge-response format that can allow extraction from just two challenges even
across different sessions). We remark however that their protocol does support the delayed
predicate property, which we also rely on.
We therefore build a commit-and-prove protocol suitable to our purposes. Our starting
point is the “MPC-in-the-head” technique from [42]. This approach was originally used to
construct black-box zero-knowledge arguments, by having the prover run a virtual MPC
execution “in its head” and committing to the views of the virtual parties. The verifier then
asks for some of these views to be opened and checks that the opened views are consistent.
This construction achieves honest-verifier ZKAoK.5 To meet our requirements, we want
to turn this construction into commit-and-prove form, and bolster the security to tolerate
malicious verifiers.
There are a few previous works that already take this approach to create commit and
prove protocols. There is the recent work of Hazay, Ishai and Venkitasubramaniam [37], who
make use of a commit and prove style protocol constant round secure 2PC protocols against
malicious adversaries. Their overall design of the construction utilizes the MPC-in-the-head
idea, but by way of using server watchlists which is a slightly different implementation of
this concept first used in [43]. Being a part of their overall 2PC compiler, their protocol is in
the OT-hybrid model, which makes it difficult to adapt to our usage, which is in the plain
model. It is also unclear how to modify their construction to have the multi-commitment
property, as well as make it argument of knowledge, as there is no immediate extraction
algorithm to extract the sender’s committed value from the proof stage.
We instead follow the approach used in the older work of Goyal et al [31], who use two
virtual MPC executions. The first execution is simply a verifiable secret sharing of the value
to be committed (the commitment to all the views serves also to commit to this value), which
5 The authors of [42] also showed how to make it secure against dishonest verifiers. But their technique
results in a construction with polynomially-many rounds, because they employ sequential repetition.
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is sent on to the verifier (we will call this the commit phase). The second execution continues
on from the first, where the virtual parties use their shares to compute some predicate on
the shared value that represents the statement to be proved over the commitment (we will
call this the proof phase).
To obtain security against malicious verifiers, one idea is to have the verifier commit to
its challenge before the prover sends its first message. However, we cannot resort to this since
this would excise the argument of knowledge property from this construction. We therefore
employ a different approach, by building in a coin-tossing protocol into the argument system,
which only uses an extractable commitment scheme. This is similar to the construction
used in [61] to convert ZK arguments to ZKAoKs. It allows the PPT simulator to bias the
coin-tossing result, thus allowing for simulation against dishonest verifiers; meanwhile, the
knowledge extraction strategy in [42] still works.
The remaining task is to build an extractable commitment scheme that is compatible
with the above. To obtain this, we observe that if the predicate φ to be simply the identity
predicate, then we can still extract the committed value (i.e., the “witness” in the proof
phase) as outlined above. Therefore, we view an execution of the above commit-and-prove
protocol (with the identity predicate) as an extractable commitment scheme: hiding follows
from the hiding of the commit phase as well as zero knowledge of the proof phase, and
extractability follows just as mentioned above (i.e., by the argument of knowledge property).
We claim further that this commitment scheme is actually compatible with our commit-
and-prove scheme; this is due to the property of multiple proofs mentioned earlier, wherein
separate proof modules can be performed on the same commitments (by adjusting the
parameters of verifiable secret sharing). In particular, this allows the prover to use this new
extractable commitment scheme, then later perform (black-box) arguments of knowledge for
some statement about the value committed to in this scheme. This suffices for our purposes.
We provide more details and the formal construction in the full version of our paper [16].
Now we can simply integrate these components into our original 1-1 CCA commitment
scheme to obtain a fully black-box instantiation. We present our final protocol and security
proof in the full version [16]. Note that our commit-and-prove scheme is constant round, and
therefore our final protocol is still constant rounds.
5 Angel-Based MPC in Õ(log λ) Rounds
Kiyoshima [50] presents a black-box construction of a CCA-secure commitment scheme with
the following ingredients: (a) a two-round statistically-binding commitment scheme, and a
constant round “strongly extractable” commitment, both of which are known from (black-box)
one-way functions, (b) a concurrently-extractable commitment (due to Micciancio et al., [66]),
with a “robustness parameter” `, and (c) an R-round 1-1 CCA-secure commitment provided
that ` = O(R · log λ · log log λ). The round-complexity of the resulting protocol is O(`). If R
is a constant, this yields a Õ(log λ)-round construction for CCA secure commitments.6 This
yields Theorem 2.
As mentioned in the introduction, the security model that we consider is angel-based
security, or UC security with superpolynomial helpers. Very briefly, this is essentially the
same as the UC model used in [8], except that the adversary (in the real world) and the
6 More precisely, Kiyoshima states his results with a specific value of `, namely, O(log2 λ · log log λ), since
R = O(log λ) in his case. However, his construction and proof work for any value of R if ` is as described
above.
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environment (in the ideal world) both have access to a superpolynomial time functionality
that acts as an oracle or a helper. Formal definitions for this security model can be found
in [12] and [55]. If there is a protocol Π that emulates a functionality H with helper H in
this setting, we say that Π H-EUC-realizes F .
Now, as in [50], we combine Theorem 2 with the following two results due to Canetti et
al. [12, 13] and Lin and Pass [55] respectively to obtain Theorem 1.
I Theorem 9 ([55]). Assume the existence of an RCCA-round robust CCA-secure commitment
scheme 〈C,R〉 and the existence of an ROT-round semi-honest oblivious transfer protocol
〈S,R〉. Then, there is an O(max(RCCA, ROT))-round protocol that H-EUC-realizes FOT.
Furthermore, this protocol uses 〈C,R〉 and 〈S,R〉 only in a black-box way.
I Theorem 10 ([12, 13]). For every well-formed functionality F , there exists a constant-round
FOT-hybrid protocol that H-EUC-realizes FOT .
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